Allele frequency distributions in pooled DNA samples: applications to mapping complex disease genes.
Genetic studies of complex hereditary disorders require for their mapping the determination of genotypes at several hundred polymorphic loci in several hundred families. Because only a minority of markers are expected to show linkage and association in family data, a simple screen of genetic markers to identify those showing linkage in pooled DNA samples can greatly facilitate gene identification. All studies involving pooled DNA samples require the comparison of allele frequencies in appropriate family samples and subsamples. We have tested the accuracy of allele frequency estimates, in various DNA samples, by pooling DNA from multiple individuals prior to PCR amplification. We have used the ABI 377 automated DNA sequencer and GENESCAN software for quantifying total amplification using a 5' fluorescently labeled forward PCR primer and relative peak heights to estimate allele frequencies in pooled DNA samples. In these studies, we have genotyped 11 microsatellite markers in two separate DNA pools, and an additional four markers in a third DNA pool, and compared the estimated allele frequencies with those determined by direct genotyping. In addition, we have evaluated whether pooled DNA samples can be used to accurately assess allele frequencies on transmitted and untransmitted chromosomes, in a collection of families for fine-structure gene mapping using allelic association. Our studies show that accurate, quantitative data on allele frequencies, suitable for identifying markers for complex disorders, can be identified from pooled DNA samples. This approach, being independent of the number of samples comprising a pool, promises to drastically reduce the labor and cost of genotyping in the initial identification of disease loci. Additional applications of DNA pooling are discussed. These developments suggest that new statistical methods for analyzing pooled DNA data are required.